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I. INTRODUCTION 

 
Plaintiff Butte County ("County") filed and has prosecuted this litigation for the sole 

purpose of challenging the development of an Indian tribal casino at a specific location.  The 

casino would be developed by the Mechoopda Tribe of the Chico Rancheria ("Tribe") which is 

located within Butte County. 

Long before filing litigation, the County directed its outside legal counsel to retain an 

expert historian to assess the casino project proposed by the Tribe, including whether the project 

site is within the Tribe's historical occupancy area, and report his findings to the County.  This 

assignment was critical to any County decision as to how to work with the Tribe since the 

applicable federal law and implementing regulations limit the particular project to land with 

which the Tribe had significant historical connections. 

The County's outside legal counsel (who is lead counsel in this litigation) retained Dr. 

Stephen Dow Beckham, the Pamplin Professor of History at Lewis & Clark College, Portland, 

Oregon, for the research and assessment of the proposed casino project.  Dr. Beckham is a 

judicially-certified expert ethnohistorian and is widely regarded as the leading expert on the 

ethnohistory of the Indians of the Western United States, if not the entire country.  Indeed, many 

Indian tribes, state agencies and federal agencies – including various agencies within the United 

States Department of the Interior – have frequently retained and/or relied on his expert services 

over more than four decades, as demonstrated by his Curriculum Vitae.  AR NEW 0004068-

4102.  His credentials, expertise, body of professional ethnohistorical work and professional 

integrity are without equal, as demonstrated by the wide range of Dr. Beckham's work for both 

private and public parties.  His scholarly publications are similarly without equal. Id.  
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In late 2005, Dr. Beckham conducted extensive research into the history and ethnohistory 

of the Tribe, which was then reported in his January 2006 report entitled "Mechoopda Indian 

Tribe of the Chico Rancheria" (herein known as "2006 Beckham Report").  AR NEW 0003171-

3233.  The Defendants refused to even read that report at the earlier phases of this matter, 

manifesting even then what has become a recurring theme of their refusal to consider evidence 

available to them and contrary to the position of the Tribe.   

As a predicate to this discussion, it is important to emphasize that the County does not 

challenge the Tribe's status as a federally recognized Indian tribe.  Nor does it challenge the 

Tribe's status as a "restored" tribe eligible for gaming pursuant to applicable federal law and 

regulations.  The County does, however, challenge the Tribe's right to conduct gaming on the 

proposed casino site for the reason that the Tribe is neither the political continuation of, nor the 

successor in interest to, a tribe with a significant historical connection to the site as is required by 

Defendants' own regulations.  See 25 CFR §292.12(b). 

The Tribe claims that it is the successor in interest to an 1851 Treaty.  It is true that one 

of several signatories to the (never ratified) 1851 Treaty with the United States1 was a group of 

Indians constituting a small tribe ("tribelet") known as "Mi-chop-da," and it is true that the 

recognized tribe before this Court is known as "Mechoopda."  However, the modern Tribe's 

adoption of a treaty signatory's name does not automatically convey such legal rights as may 

have accrued to the 1851 Treaty tribelet.  The modern Mechoopda Tribe must demonstrate a 

continuous tribal existence between it and the Treaty group signatory, and each of Dr. Beckham's 

reports (both the 2006 Beckham Report and the 2014 Beckham Report) disprove that connection.   
                                                 
1  The 2014 Beckham Report reported that the Treaty was between the United States and 
nine "groups" or villages of unidentified populations and locations.  They were Mi-chop-da, Es-
kuin, Ho-lo-lu-pi, To-to, Su-nus, Che-no, Bat-si, Yut-duc and Sim-saw-wa.  See Docket No. 92-1 
at 12. 
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The 2006 Beckham Report is part of the Administrative Record in this case.  The 2014 

Beckham Report is not, as the direct product of the Defendants' refusal to grant sufficient time 

for Dr. Beckham to research and respond to a report the Tribe filed during a brief period in 

which the Defendant was compelled to re-open the administrative record.  The Tribe's new report 

was filed following the Tribe's retention of a previously undisclosed new expert (an 

archaeologist, and not a certified ethnohistorian or even a historian).  Defendants allowed the 

Tribe to file its new report and foreclosed any contradicting evidence, essentially shaping the 

record to fit their preconceived determination despite the availability of evidence plainly 

disproving the Tribe's connection to the relevant project site.   

Critical to this litigation is the fact that the 2006 Beckham Report duplicated and quoted 

verbatim the Interior Department's official reports going back to Bureau of Indian Affairs 

("BIA") Agent W.C. Randolph in 1914 and the federal BIA Enrollment Census of California 

Indians compiled between 1928 and 1933 that reported the individual Indian ancestry of every 

adult Indian living on the Bidwell Ranch property that subsequently became known as the Chico 

Rancheria.  The facts documented through these federal reports and Federal Census documents 

show that throughout the first four decades of the Twentieth Century, the relevant Indian 

population at the Bidwell Ranch consisted of very few members tracing their ancestry to the 

1851 Mi-chop-da tribelet population.  To underscore this point, the BIA Federal Census 

enrollment project of 1928-33 was conducted through formal affidavits executed by all of the 

Indian residents at the Mechoopda Rancheria, and they confirmed the 1914 observations of 

Randolph: that the Indian village population was made up of people whose ancestry was of eight 

different Indian tribes, as well as Hawaiian, African-American and white ancestry.  AR NEW 

0005682-88.  In his formal report to Horace G. Wilson, Supervisor of the Roseburg (OR) 
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Superintendency of Indian Affairs, BIA Agent Randolph summarized his eye-witness 

observation of the village residents who identified as Indians as follows:  "I do not believe that 

these Indians belong to any particular band, but are remnants of various small bands, originally 

living in Butte and nearby counties."  AR NEW 0005681.    

Nowhere in the Secretary's 2014 Decision at issue in this matter is there a reconciliation 

between the tribal claims of near-exclusive Mi-chop-do ancestry and the documented facts 

personally collected by federal agents working for the Secretary's own Department of the 

Interior.  Those facts contradict both (1) the tribal claims and (2) the undocumented claims of 

ancestry relied on by the Secretary in the 2014 Decision.  To the contrary, the Secretary 

cavalierly characterized Beckham's fact-based information as consisting of nothing more than 

"conclusions" while accepting undocumented assertions of the new tribal expert archaeologist 

Dr. Shelly Tiley and various historical writings submitted by her that contradict formal federal 

reports and official census records that were developed by federal agents in face-to-face contact 

with the residents during the time period of data collection in 1928-33. 

Finally, because the Defendants refused to consider the 2014 Beckham Report, they were 

left without the benefit of Dr. Beckham's ethnohistory expertise and integrity (which they knew 

and have repeatedly relied on when they were able to secure his objective and independent 

services), including his discovery that the core foundation to Dr. Tiley's entire report was based 

on source maps that she cited without authority and altered (a) to designate a historical Mi-chop-

da occupancy area2 and (b) to add location markers for some 16 "village sites" without disclosure 

of her alterations or citation to sources for those alterations.  Not one of these alterations was on 

                                                 
2  Dr. Tiley apparently was not aware of the 1851 Treaty's identification of the tribelet 
identity of the Mi-chop-da signatory since the Tiley Report does not discuss the signatory or its 
ethnohistorical existence at any point in time relevant to this matter. 
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the original source maps.  Rather, they were placed on the maps by Dr. Tiley (i) without 

disclosing that she had done so, (ii) without explanation and (iii) without citation to sources 

confirming her alterations.  See Docket No. 92-1 at 11-17.  Tiley's undocumented alterations are 

both unexplained and inexplicable.  But the injury to the County accrued when the Defendants' 

experts relied upon those maps without conducting independent due diligence to insure the 

accuracy of a report they knew had been written by an archaeologist the Department had never 

previously retained (as opposed to the County's ethnohistorian, which the Department has 

retained and/or relied on numerous times).  The Secretary's staff either knew or should have 

known that there was something materially wrong with the Tiley Report, and the alarming 

disconnect between the two experts should have prompted a deep investigation into the disparate 

accounts.  

The simple truth is that Defendants did not reconcile their intended conclusions with the 

documented facts reported in both the 2006 Beckham Report and the 2014 Beckham Report.  By 

ignoring federal reports and Census records, the Secretary and her staff again reached a decision 

in an arbitrary and capricious manner. 

 

II. ARGUMENT 

A. The 2014 Beckham Report Is Properly Before This Court.  

1. Defendants' view of the scope of judicial review contradicts the 
Administrative Procedure Act and the D.C. Circuit's order.  

Defendants' brief repeatedly quotes from various cases to present the agency's discretion 

as virtually limitless and this Court's judicial review as extremely limited, as if the United States 

Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit ("D.C. Circuit") had never remanded the 
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Secretary's 2008 decision for procedural errors almost mirroring those that the County alleges 

here.  In fact, the Secretary's hand is not so free.  

The United States Supreme Court has stated that, while judicial review of agency action 

is narrow, courts reviewing agency action must ensure that the agency (1) examined the relevant 

data and (2) articulated a satisfactory explanation for its action including a rational connection 

between the facts found and the choice made. Motor Vehicle Mfrs. Ass'n v. State Farm Mut. 

Auto. Ins. Co., 463 U.S. 29, 43 (1983).  It is plain that without an examination of the relevant 

data, the agency's explanation connecting the facts found and the choice made is meaningless.  

The agency's responsibility to collect the relevant data upon which to base its decision − rather 

than to assume without examination that the evidence before it is accurate, sufficient and 

complete − is self-evident.   

The process imposed by the Defendants on remand shaped the data before the agency 

such that the accuracy of the Tiley Report, which would become the foundation for the 2014 

Decision, went unchecked.  The data before the Department was not the "relevant" data but 

rather a self-serving, incomplete and one-sided data set.  As demonstrated infra, the Tiley Report 

was fatally flawed and, without the benefit of a County response on the record, those flaws in 

turn tainted the 2014 Decision.  

The D.C. Circuit remanded "for further proceedings consistent with this opinion." Butte 

Cnty., Cal. v. Hogen, 613 F.3d 190, 196-97 (D.C. Cir. 2010).  Defendants characterized that 

order as providing "no specific instructions on how the remand should be conducted, "Defs.' Br. 

at 2, and asserted that all that the Department owed the County was a "(i) prompt notice of the 

denial of any written application, and (ii) a brief statement of the grounds for denial."  Id. at 15-

16 (quoting New Life Evangelistic Center, Inc. v. Sebelius, 753 F. Supp. 2d 103, 117 (D.C. Cir. 
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2010)).  To accept that assertion would be to ignore the entire D.C. Circuit opinion, in which the 

Court explained with specificity how the Defendants had violated the law, had failed to provide a 

satisfactory statement of the denial, and had failed to consider key evidence weighing on the 

question before them.  The D.C. Circuit stated:  

Two legal propositions are important to the disposition of this case. 
First, under § 555(e), the agency must provide an interested 
party—here Butte County—with a "brief statement of the grounds 
for denial" of the party's request.  As this court [previously held], 
the agency must explain why it decided to act as it did.  The 
agency's statement must be one of "reasoning"; it must not be just a 
"conclusion"; it must "articulate a satisfactory explanation" for its 
action.  

Second, an agency's refusal to consider evidence bearing on the 
issue before it constitutes arbitrary agency action within the 
meaning of § 706.  This proposition may be deduced from case law 
applying the substantial evidence test, under which an agency 
cannot ignore evidence contradicting its position.  The 
substantiality of evidence must take into account whatever in the 
record fairly detracts from its weight.  Although we are dealing 
with the question whether agency action is arbitrary or capricious, 
in their application to the requirement of factual support the 
substantial evidence test and the arbitrary or capricious test are one 
and the same.  

Butte Cnty., 613 F.3d at 194 (citations omitted) (emphasis added).   

 Defendants dismiss the application of the substantial evidence rule, stating: "the rule 

ensures that agencies consider contrary evidence in the record, i.e. evidence properly submitted to the 

agency.  The rule does not concern itself with an agency's discretion regarding whether to accept 

additional evidence….  The Department was under no obligation to accept additional evidence from 

the County."  Defs.' Br. at 18-19.  This cynical interpretation of the rule invites exactly the perverse 

behavior exhibited by Defendants – the tailoring of evidence to yield a pre-determined conclusion.  

Further, Defendants' self-servingly selective quotation from the D.C. Circuit opinion appears to limit 

the application of the rule to the existing record; however, the preceding sentence in the same 
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paragraph is not so limited: "Second, an agency's refusal to consider evidence bearing on the issue 

before it constitutes arbitrary agency action within the meaning of § 706."  Butte Cnty., 613 F.3d at 

194 (emphasis added).  The agency's refusal to allow a reasonable time for the development of 

countervailing evidence is a refusal to consider countervailing evidence.   

The Supreme Court defined the substantial evidence rule in its 1951 case, Universal 

Camera Corp. v. NLRB, 340 U.S. 474 (1951).  In that case, the Court interpreted the scope of 

judicial review under the Taft-Hartley Act and the Administrative Procedure Act ("APA") to 

require a determination by the reviewing court that the agency decision rested on adequate proof.  

Id. at 487.  The Court held that Congress intended that courts use the same standard of review in 

the new Taft-Hartley legislation as that under the APA, and gave a precise formulation of the 

"substantial evidence rule" to be applied under both Acts:      

Whether or not it was ever permissible for courts to determine the 
substantiality of evidence supporting a Labor Board decision 
merely on the basis of evidence which in and of itself justified it, 
without taking into account contradictory evidence or evidence 
from which conflicting inferences could be drawn, the new 
legislation definitively precludes such a theory of review and bars 
its practice.  The substantiality of evidence must take into account 
whatever in the record fairly detracts from its weight.  This is 
clearly the significance of the requirement in both statutes that 
courts consider the whole record.  

Id. at 487-88.  In other words, Universal Camera imposed a duty on reviewing courts to look 

beyond the evidence supporting agency decisions and examine contradictory evidence as well: 

Congress has merely made it clear that a reviewing court is not 
barred from setting aside a Board decision when it cannot 
conscientiously find that the evidence supporting that decision is 
substantial, when viewed in the light that the record in its entirety 
furnishes, including the body of evidence opposed to the Board's 
view. 

Id. at 488 (emphasis added).  But when the "record in its entirety" does not include the body of 

evidence opposing the Decision due to a procedural error, the courts are robbed of the 
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opportunity to weigh that evidence, rendering it impossible for them to conduct their review.  If 

this Court determines that the Department's process ignored a body of credible evidence, it may 

not "conscientiously find that the evidence supporting that decision is substantial" as the 

Supreme Court demands.   

After reviewing the D.C. Circuit order, and having solicited input from all parties 

regarding the scope of remand, this Court simply ordered "that this case is remanded to the 

Secretary of the Interior to reconsider his decision to acquire the Chico Parcel into trust for 

gaming purposes.  The Secretary shall include and consider the 'Beckham Report' as part of the 

administrative record on remand." Docket No. 74.  The Department had no valid reason to 

believe that it possessed unchecked discretion to tailor the record after having been so recently 

admonished by the D.C. Circuit. 

2. The 2014 Beckham Report demonstrates to the Court what would 
have been submitted had Defendants' exercised proper procedure. 

The 2014 Beckham Report is not submitted, as Defendants insinuate, "with the intent of 

circumventing the proper judicial process for review of agency actions," Defs.' Br. at 10, to 

create a new record in this Court, to convert this proceeding into a "trial in which both parties put 

forth their best evidence, and leave the court to find the facts and apply the law," id., or to usurp 

the role of the agency by seeking a ruling on the merits of the Tribe's application.  Rather, the 

2014 Beckham Report calls into question whether the Department could reasonably have made 

the determination it did if it had allowed reasonable time to accept contradictory evidence from 

the County.  In fact, the 2014 Beckham Report demonstrates that the process imposed by 

Defendants resulted in a gravely erroneous decision due to their heavy reliance on the unopposed 

and substantially-flawed Tiley Report in the 2014 Decision.   
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Defendants rely heavily on Chamber of Commerce of the U.S. v. S.E.C., 443 F.3d 890 

(D.C. Cir. 2006) ("Chamber of Commerce II").3  In Chamber of Commerce II, the D.C. Circuit 

held that the Securities and Exchange Commission failed to comply with the procedural 

requirements of the Administrative Procedure Act when, in promulgating a rule relating to the 

composition of the boards of mutual funds, the agency failed to provide an opportunity for public 

comment.  Id. at 909. As in this case, the challenged conduct occurred after the original rule had 

been remanded to the agency by the D.C. Circuit because of procedural defects.  Chamber of 

Commerce v. S.E.C., 412 F.3d 133 (D.C. Cir. 2005) ("Chamber of Commerce I").  When the 

SEC re-issued the rule on remand, the Chamber again challenged the rulemaking on the basis 

that the agency had relied on extra-record materials to determine the costs of implementing the 

rule without allowing public notice and comment as required by 5 U.S.C. §553(c).  Chamber II, 

443 F.3d at 901.  The D.C. Circuit noted that "[i]f the agency determines that additional fact 

gathering is necessary, then notice and comment are typically required.  However, further notice 

and comment are not required when additional fact gathering merely supplements information in 

the rulemaking record by checking or confirming prior assessments without changing 

methodology."  Id. at 900 (emphasis supplied).  The D.C. Circuit held that the SEC had treated 

the extra-record material as primary, rather than supplementary, evidence in promulgating its 

rule, so compliance with Section 553(c) demanded notice and public comment.  Id. at 903. 

In reaching its decision to set aside the SEC decision a second time, the Court rejected 

the agency's argument that it was free to rely on extra-record materials because the Chamber had 

not been prejudiced by the lack of opportunity to comment.  Id. at 904.  The Court explained that 

                                                 
3  It is at least ironic that Defendants accuse the County of seeking to "turn this process into 
a formal rulemaking," Defs.' Br. at 5, and of confusing formal and informal adjudication, while 
themselves relying so heavily on the law of a rulemaking case. 
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"[t]o show prejudice, those protesting the use of supplementary information might… indicate 

with 'reasonable specificity' what portions of the [data] it objects to and how it might have 

responded if given the opportunity."  Id. (emphasis added).  Indeed, the Chamber had offered 

"objections and studies" to the Court creating uncertainty regarding whether comments would 

have altered the rulemaking outcome, id., and the Court explained that "[t]he Chamber's 

demonstration that it had something useful to say about this critical data is sufficient to establish 

prejudice." Id. at 905 (emphasis added).  Accordingly, the Court set the rule aside and remanded 

to the SEC with instructions to reopen the record for public comment on the rule's costs. Id. at 

909. 

To be sure, the Chamber of Commerce litigation is a rulemaking matter.  However, the 

Secretary's authority to place land in trust for gaming purposes is, like rulemaking, highly 

constrained.  Also, like formal rulemaking, the implementing regulations for trust acquisitions 

conducted under the authority delegated by the Indian Reorganization Act of 1934, 25 U.S.C. 

§461 et seq., require notice and comment from affected jurisdictions such as the County.  See 25 

CFR §§151.10(e)-(f), 151.11(d).  And, just as the SEC overstepped its discretion in that case by 

failing to provide public notice and comment on extra-record information upon which it 

primarily relied in its decision on remand, in this case the Department overestimated its own 

discretion to accept and reject opposing information on remand.  Just as the SEC relied heavily 

on the new information to reach its conclusions regarding the costs of its new rule on remand, the 

2014 Decision is based almost completely on a replacement expert − an archaeologist named 

Shelly Tiley,4 and her Tiley Report including the selectively reproduced exhibits to which the 

County was denied a reasonable period of time in which to respond.  Finally, the 2014 Beckham 

                                                 
4  Dr. Tiley was hired by the Tribe to replace its original team of three experts whose work 
essentially was replaced by her Tiley Report.  
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Report "indicates with reasonable specificity" the County's objections to the Tiley Report and 

how the County would have responded, had it been given a fair opportunity – and the 2014 

Beckham Report thoroughly undermines the Tiley Report upon which the 2014 Decision is 

based.   

Further, the court's distinction between primary and supplementary information from the 

rulemaking context is useful here.  Supplementary information, which does not require additional 

public comment, is distinct from entirely new information critical to the agency determination. 

Id. at 900 (quoting Cmty Nutrition Inst. v. Block, 749 F.2d 50, 57–58 (D.C. Cir. 1984)).  In 

Connecticut Light & Power Co. v. Nuclear Regulatory Comm'n, the D.C. Circuit identified the 

purpose of inviting comment from stakeholders: "to allow interested members of the public to 

communicate information, concerns, and criticisms to the agency during the rule-making 

process." 673 F.2d 525, 530 (D.C. Cir. 1982).  That Court noted that when the agency relies on 

primary information without public comment, the "agency may operate with a one-sided or 

mistaken picture of the issues at stake."  Id.  That is the case here: the Department's failure to 

provide a reasonable response time to the County resulted in a one-sided and mistaken 

conclusion that the Tribe has the requisite historical connection to the land required by 25 CFR § 

292.12(b), although virtually none of its members are Mi-chop-da descendants.   

While Defendants are correct that judicial review is generally confined to the record 

prepared by the agency, the D.C. Circuit recognizes eight exceptions to the presumption against 
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extra-record review.5  Esch v. Yeutter, 876 F.2d 976, 991 (D.C. Cir. 1989).  This Court has 

accepted extra-record documents in circumstances similar to those here.  In Public Citizen v. 

Heckler, this Court held that the Secretary of Health and Human Services' failure to promulgate a 

rule prohibiting interstate sales of raw milk products was arbitrary and capricious.  Pub. Citizen 

v. Heckler, 653 F. Supp. 1229 (D.D.C. 1986).  In reaching its decision, the Court accepted extra-

record reports regarding raw milk because the documents were "known to HHS at the time of 

their decisionmaking, are directly related to the decision made, and are adverse to the agency's 

position."  Id. at 1237.  The Court accepted the documents as "indicative of a lack of rationality 

on the part of HHS in the decision making process."  Id.  Here, the Defendants were on notice 

that the County had information adverse to the evidence it had taken from the Tribe – the 

evidence in the 2014 Beckham Report which contradicted the Tiley Report − but that it would 

take time to gather and produce.  Further, the Heckler Court determined that it was free to accept 

and review the extra-record documents "to ascertain whether the Secretary considered all of the 

                                                 
5  The D.C. Circuit held in Esch v. Yeutter that extra-record review is appropriate: 

(1) when agency action is not adequately explained in the record before the court; 
 
(2) when the agency failed to consider factors which are relevant to its final decision; 
 
(3) when an agency considered evidence which it failed to include in the record; 
 
(4) when a case is so complex that a court needs more evidence to enable it to understand 
the issues clearly; 
 
(5) in cases where evidence arising after the agency action shows whether the decision 
was correct or not; 
 
(6) in cases where agencies are sued for a failure to take action; 
 
(7) in cases arising under the National Environmental Policy Act; and 
 
(8) in cases where relief is at issue, especially at the preliminary injunction stage. 

Id. 
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relevant factors she should appropriately have considered in reaching her decision."  Id.; see also 

Fund for Animals v. Williams, 391 F. Supp. 2d 191, 197 (D.D.C. 2005) ("The agency may not 

skew the record in its favor by excluding pertinent but unfavorable information.") 

The 2014 Beckham Report includes extensive information regarding the non-Mi-chop-da 

composition of the tribal community which should have been independently discovered by 

Defendants.   

B. The Department's Process on Remand Violated the Administrative 
Procedure Act, Orders From the D.C. Circuit and This Court by Barring a 
Sufficient Response to the Tiley Report. 

By denying the County the opportunity to provide the relevant data debunking the Tiley 

Report and place it onto the record, the Defendants acted improperly.  Defendants state that the 

County has neither alleged nor proved allegations of bad faith on the part of the Department.  

Defs. Br. at 21.  This is true; the Tribe's letter requesting more time due to the Tribe's lack of 

resources and asserting that it had only recently received the County's submission challenging its 

"tribal history" appeared to mislead Defendants.6 AR NEW 0004109.  But bad faith is not an 

element the County must prove to show improper process.  The Department's deficient process 

was likely not conducted in bad faith, but was improper all the same, because the agency 

knowingly rejected the County's effort to provide data which was directly related to – and 

adverse to – the decision the agency had previously promulgated in 2008.  See Pub. Citizen, 653 

F. Supp. at 1237.   

                                                 
6  The Tribe's letter read, "As the Tribe noted in that letter, we have lost our investor, and 
we are proceeding with very limited resources.  Nonetheless, the Tribe is committed to 
continuing our efforts to build an economic foundation for our people.  Now that we have 
received and reviewed the Butte County submission, we are in the process of preparing a 
response to Butte County's challenges to our tribal history."  AR NEW 0004109.    
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Defendants also answer the County's charges of improper behavior by the Tribe with a 

series of justifications, asserting that "[i]n light of the Department's [2006] position [that it was 

'not inclined to revisit' the land's eligibility for gaming], the Tribe would have had no reason to 

mount a response to the 2006 Beckham Report."  Defs.' Br. at 21.  Defendants also assert that the 

Tribe lacked "incentive to do anything with regards to the 2006 Beckham Report because the 

Department made a positive determination."  Id.  Finally, Defendants assert that the Tribe "may 

reasonably have assumed that the Department would prevail" in the County's challenge.  Id.   

However, the Tribe's statement that it had never before received the County materials was 

knowingly false, and the Defendants relied on that statement to grant an extension.  In fact, the 

May 12, 2011 filing consisted solely of (a) Dr. Beckham's CV and (b) his critique of the 

credentials and expertise of the original tribal "experts" which the Tribe had possessed since its 

publication in October 2010.7  When the Tribe's submission was eventually made, it was clearly 

not supplemental to the Tribe's previous submission but in fact an entirely new report.  The 

Defendants were thus then on notice that the record was a "one-sided or mistaken picture of the 

issues at stake."  Connecticut Light & Power Co,. 673 F.2d at 530.  If they did not reach that 

conclusion themselves, the letter from the County regarding the submission8 should certainly 

have triggered that conclusion.  AR NEW 0004253.  In light of the scope of the new document 

                                                 
7  It is noted that the Tribe's Brief filed in the D.C. Circuit appeal included a comprehensive 
attack on the 2006 Beckham Report.  See Corrected Brief for Defendant-Appellee Mechoopda 
Indian Tribe (No. 09-5179) at pp. 15-21.  Significantly, that Brief did not respond to the Tribe's 
lack of Mi-chop-da tribal ancestry documented in the 2006 Beckham Report. 
 
8  The letter stated, "The tribal submission went far beyond the scope of (a) the materials 
upon which the original Indian Land Determination was made, (b) the District Court litigation 
record, (c) opinion of the D.C. Circuit, (d) scope-of-remand submissions to the District Court by 
the parties and (e) remand order of the District Court."  Id.  
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and voluminous exhibits, the 20-day extension that Defendants offered the County was improper. 

AR NEW 0004261.  

C. The Department's Arbitrary and Capricious Process Resulted in an 
Unsupportable Conclusion That the Trust Land Is Eligible for Gaming.  

1. The Secretary failed to reconcile her Decision with the facts presented 
in the 2006 Beckham Report, and instead summarily accepted 
speculative conclusions of the Tribe's archaeology expert.  

Again, for the Secretary's 2014 Decision to survive scrutiny under the APA, the Court 

must find that the Secretary (1) examined the relevant data and (2) articulated a satisfactory 

explanation for its action including a rational connection between the facts found and the choice 

made. Motor Vehicle Mfrs. Ass'n., 463 U.S. at 43.  As described supra, the County was denied 

the fair opportunity to provide a response to the flawed Tiley Report, so the facts on the record – 

the predicate for any "rational connection" – are incomplete.  But the 2014 Decision failed even 

to articulate a rational connection between those facts already in the record (namely, the 2006 

Beckham Report) and the Secretary's conclusions. 

Defendants' recitation of quotes from the 2014 Decision purporting to show adequate 

Departmental consideration of the 2006 Beckham Report, Defs.' Br. at 36-37, falls short of the 

standard recited above.  In each of the cited passages, the Decision authors simply state that they 

"reject" or "decline to adopt" or "believe the evidence in the record points to the contrary 

conclusion" vis-à-vis the conclusions in the 2006 Beckham Report. Id.   

For example, one such passage cited by Defendants states, "[w]e decline to adopt the 

County's conclusions that the Mechoopda Tribe was a creation of the Bidwells."  Id., citing AR 

NEW 0005403.  The Decision authors then dismissed Dr. Beckham's determination that the 

Bidwells controlled every aspect of life on the Bidwell Ranch with a single conclusory sentence: 

That the Mechoopda lived and worked on the ranch, absorbed a 
succession of other Indians into the Tribe, and were affected by the 
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dictates of the Bidwells signifies to us a dynamic community that 
was willing to change in order to survive, but remained culturally 
and politically intact. 

AR NEW 0005404.  This summary dismissal of a five-page discussion in the 2006 Beckham 

Report, AR NEW 0003183-3188, citing to extensive facts showing that the Indian village on the 

Bidwell Ranch was a worker community and that the workers were subject to the conditions 

imposed by the Bidwells,9 rather than any independent political leadership, introduced no new 

facts.  The type of "consideration" Defendants afforded the factual conclusions of the 2006 

Beckham Report fell short of a satisfactory articulation of a rational connection between relevant 

facts and conclusions drawn.  Beckham's facts establishing that for a significant epoch of the 

Tribe's purported history, the Bidwell Indians were proven to be a multiethnic worker 

community subject to the Bidwells' control rather than a functioning tribe, break the chain of 

continuity showing that the Modern tribe has the required relation to the land.   

 While the federally recognized, modern Tribe has a connection to the Bidwell Ranch, the 

lack of political leadership as well as the multi-ethnic nature of the worker community described 

                                                 
9  Beckham's description of life at the Bidwell Ranch in his 2006 report was based on 
conditions written into John and Annie Bidwell's wills.  The research he conducted in responding 
to the Tiley Report, the results of which are included in the 2014 Beckham Report, Docket No. 
90-1 at 43, revealed a copy of Bidwell's rules of life at the Ranch – striking proof that at all times 
Bidwell controlled the political life and the population itself on his property.  The rules 
designated a worker of Bidwell's choice as "Chief," whose primary responsibility was "to see 
that these rules be also respected and obeyed" and that the Rancheria was open to "all Indians 
who may wish to come and live here, on condition: namely, that they obey these Rules."   
Id. at 47.  Other rules included mandatory church attendance, keeping of the Sabbath and 
refraining from drinking and gambling.  Id. at 48.   
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infra contradicts any connection to the proposed gaming site meeting the standard of a  

"significant historical connection" as required by 25 CFR 292.12(b). 10   

2. The Tribe's expert's attempt to establish the required historical 
connection between the modern Tribe and the 1851 Treaty tribe 
ignored census data and included altered source maps falsely 
representing the historical Mi-chop-da tribelet's occupancy area.   

Alteration of Source Maps 

As discussed in the Introduction, the integrity of the Tiley Report is undermined by 

Tiley's undisclosed alterations of her source maps − alterations that were apparently missed by 

the Secretary's staff since they were not even mentioned in the 2014 Decision.   

Specifically, Tiley's principal source map is found at AR NEW 0004136 and is titled 

"Figure 1. Mechoopda Tribelet Territory and Villages and Lands Granted in the Treaty of 

1851."  It is identified by Tiley as "Map adapted from Riddell 1978."  In truth, as the 2014 

Beckham Report notes, it appears to be a composite map based on Hill 1978:13; Hill 1978:22; 

Heizer and Hester 1970; and Riddell 1978.  Docket No. 92-1 at 12.  Beckham examined all of 

the identifiable resources from which Tiley prepared her Figure 1 and stated the following: 

Comment: Tiley provides no rationale for the creation of Figure 1.  
She has taken a highly generalized and alleged map of 
"Mechoopda Territory" (Hill 1978:13) [See Figure 2 of this 
report]11 and conflated it into a map on which she has identified 
"Mechoopda Indian Village on Bidwell's Chico Rancheria, a "dot" 
along with fifteen other unidentified "dots" inside a line defined by 
hyphens.  Tiley's composite Figure 1 (at p. 3 in her report) has 
deleted identifications from the maps of Heizer and Hester in 1970 
and from Riddell in 1978.12  She provides no explanation about her 
alteration of these base maps nor the source of information for the 

                                                 
10  The term "significant historical connection" is defined at 25 CFR 292.2 as follows: 
"Significant historical connection means the land is located within the boundaries of the tribe's 
last reservation under a ratified or unratified treaty, or a tribe can demonstrate by historical 
documentation the existence of the tribe's villages, burial grounds, occupancy or subsistence use 
in the vicinity of the land."  Because the Tribe can only show a common connection to the 
Bidwell Rancheria, it fails to document any connection to the proposed gaming site.  
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"dots."      

Tiley's production of a composite map alleging to document 
"Mechoopda Tribelet Territory" requires examination. This can be 
done in a review of what prior scholars have said about the 
Mechoopda and, most especially, the maps created by Dorothy Hill 
(1978:13 and 1978:22).  Id. 

These errors may simply be the product of Tiley's professional training and experience as 

an archaeologist and lack of any ethnohistory training or expertise.  However, regardless of the 

reason for the wholly inaccurate map, the Secretary's staff clearly failed to examine her work to 

insure its accuracy, and the result was the Secretary's reliance on a Mi-chop-da occupancy area 

that was manufactured by Tiley and contrary to both the materials she used in creating her 

altered source maps and the documented historical facts. 

Failure to Identify the Other Treaty Signatories and Their Territory  

As an expert ethnohistorian, Beckham knew how to test the quality and accuracy of 

Tiley's work and did so.  The result is that he discovered inaccuracies that the Secretary did not.  

Moreover, Beckham's 2014 Report went on to research, analyze and discuss in great detail a 

critical question not answered by the 2014 Decision:  "What was the basis for Dorothy Hill's 

'Mechoopda Territory' (shown with dotted line in Tiley's Fig. 1) and 'Boundary of Lands Granted 

by the 1851 Treaty' (shown with solid line in Tiley's Fig. 1)?"  Doc. 92-1, pp. 15-17.  In 

                                                                                                                                                             
11  2014 Beckham Report Figure 2 is at Docket No. 92-1, p.13.  Tiley identifies the Mi-
chop-da tribelet as a Maidu Indian village.  However, in his 2014 Report, Beckham reproduced 
the map identified as Hill (1978:13) at his Figure 2, and it places the Maidu land to the east of 
the area of the 16 "dots" on Tiley's Figure 1 map.  Similarly, Beckham's Figure 3 is the second 
map referenced on Tiley's Figure 1 relied on by Hill (Hill 1978:22), Docket No. 92-1, p. 14.  
Like Hill's 1978:13 map, Hill's 1978:22 map also places the Maidu land to the east of the area of 
the 16 "dots" on Tiley's Figure 1 map. 
 
12  Beckham's Figure 8 is at Docket No. 92-1, p. 30, and it is the 1978 Riddell Map from 
which Tiley adapted her source map.  It places the Maidu land to the northeast of the area of the 
16 "dots" on Tiley's Figure 1 map.     
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responding to that question, Beckham explained that the two Hill maps used by Tiley "are 

generalized" and apparently were drawn by Hill (with no explanation) from the language of the 

unratified treaty.  Moreover, they failed to identify the territories of the eight other villages or 

tribelets located within the Treaty cession area that were signatories (along with Mi-chop-da) to 

the 1851 Treaty.13 

As Beckham explained, "The mapping is thus unclear, especially because it is presented 

without explanation for the boundaries and the exclusion of the eight other villages, tribelets or 

groups who were signatories to the unratified treaty of 1851."  Id. at 15. 

Misplacement of Maidu Historical Territory 

Beckham then proceeded to express another substantive problem with Tiley's map work: 

"Of concern is that Tiley's base map Fig. 1, 'Tribal Territory and Village Locations' (Riddell 

1978[8]:370) has been altered to remove the occupancy areas of 'KONCOW' (on the floor of the 

Sacramento Valley in western Butte County) and 'MAIDU' (the upper foothill and Sierra portion 

of eastern Butte County)."  Tiley's alteration of maps was deliberate and designed to support her 

conclusions.  In making alterations, she identified the critical land area as "Maidu" and, 

consequently, attributed it to the Mi-chop-da.  As confirmed by Dr. Beckham, that area was not 

Maidu land at all.  It was Koncow tribal territory. 

Identification of Mechoopda Indian Village Residents 

An element of the Tiley Report that is confusing to the point of being dissembling is 

Tiley's "Table 1. Families of Mechoopda Indian Village 1897-1955."  AR NEW 0004147-4149.  

Table 1 consists of a chart of some 97 names that apparently are found on one or more lists of six 

vaguely identified sources.  The lists are named (1) "Bidwell's Will 1897," (2) "Kelsey Census," 

                                                 
13  The eight additional signatory tribelets were Es-kuin, Hol-lo-lu-pi, To-to, Su-nus, Che-
no, Bat-si, Yut-duc and Sim-sa-sa.  Id. at 15. 
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(3) "A. Bidwell Provisions 1909," (4) "Randolph 1914," (5) "1828-1933 Rolls"14 and (6) "Heads 

of Family 1955."  Id.  

No ancestral tribal identification is provided on the chart.  Thus, not one of the 97 people 

named is identified as having any Indian ancestry at all.  The chart merely recites names of 

people who were living on the Bidwell Ranch over a long period, and nothing else.  By citing to 

some element of BIA Agent C.W. Randolph's work in 1914, Tiley surely reviewed the very 

material Beckham cited in his 2006 Report, including Randolphs's first-hand observation quoted 

above that "I do not believe that these Indians belong to any particular band, but are remnants of 

various small bands, originally living in Butte and nearby counties."  AR NEW 0003189-3990.  

Tiley's Table 1 conspicuously avoided mentioning or reviewing the federal BIA 

Enrollment of California Indians conducted between 1928-33.  The 2006 Beckham Report 

discussed this federal Enrollment in detail, to the point of listing each village resident and his/her 

self-identified Indian ancestry which was entered on an affidavit by each person identified – and 

this record with tribal identifications is reproduced in toto by Beckham.  AR NEW 0003192-

3198.  Beckham based his Conclusion No. 5 on the specific facts recorded in that Enrollment 

made by the Department of the Interior:  

5.  The BIA enrollment of California Indians, 1928-33, enumerated 
many of the Indians of the Chico Rancheria.  The affidavits 
executed by these people confirmed the observation made in 1914 
by Agent Randolph.  The village was made up of people of 
Wailaki, Concow, Noi-ma (emuck), Mi-chop-da, Sioux, Pit River, 
Yuki (Ukie), Wintun, Hawaiian, African-American, and white 
ancestry. Some were unable to name the Indian band from which 
they were descended. AR NEW 0003222. 

                                                 
14  There may be a typographic error in this list.  Tiley may have meant the 1928-33 Indian 
Enrollment.  
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This fact-based conclusion has never been addressed by the Defendants, let alone 

reconciled with the Tribe's claims to be the modern successor to the Mi-chop-da 1851 Treaty 

tribelet.   

In Tiley's Table 1, Dr. Tiley conspicuously avoided inclusion of the "Indian Population 

Schedule" of the Thirteenth Decennial Census of the United States (1910), although she did 

make use of sources developed in 1897, 1909, 1914, 1928-33 and 1955.  Compiled by the 

Bureau of the Census, Department of Commerce, this Schedule enumerated 49 residents (by 

family) of the worker village on the Bidwell Ranch.  See 2014 Beckham Report at Table 1 – 

Indian Population Schedule, 13th Census, 1910.  Docket No. 93-1 at pp. 65-67.  The Schedule 

reported six columns of information collected by the Census Agents: Name, Gender, Age, Tribe 

of Individual, Tribe of Father, and Tribe of Mother.  Id.   

 Dr. Beckham summarized the facts reported on the 1910 Indian Population Schedule: 

In 1910 only seven of forty-nine residents of the village self-
identified as "Mechoopda" or "Mydoo/Mechoopda."  The 1910 
census provided the following population self-identification: 

 Mydoo    19 
 Mechoopda/Mydoo  5 
 Mydoo/Nishinam  3 
 Wailaki/Mydoo  2 
 Mechoopda   2 
 Nishinam   3 
 Patawan   4 
 Nomelacki   4 
 Wailaki   1 
 Wintun   1 
 Wintun/Yuki   4 
 Illegible   1 

 
Several were Nishinam (Nisenen) and Mydoo from other parts of 
the Central Valley. Only five (Mechoopda and 
Mechoopda/Mydoo) self-identified with the Koncow (valley floor 
area of Butte County).  Twenty-four self-identified as Mydoo 
(Mydoo, Mydoo/Nishinam, Wailaki/Mydoo (foothill area of Butte 
County). The remainder of the population included Wintun, Yuki, 
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Nomelacki, and Patawan (Patwin), people with different languages 
and practices than those of the Mechoopda (Bureau of the Census 
1910)  Id. at 67-68. 

The foregoing discussion reports historical facts that were collected by federal census 

agents during the development of the Thirteenth Decennial Census of the United States.  They 

contradict Tiley's undocumented conclusions.   

These errors may also simply be the product of Tiley's professional training and 

experience as an archaeologist and lack of any ethnohistory training or expertise.  However, and 

again regardless of the reason for Tiley's failings, the Secretary's staff clearly failed to 

independently review federal census records for both the Thirteenth Decennial Census of 1910 

and the federal Enrollment of California Indians of 1928-33.  The result was the Secretary's 

reliance on a report that incorrectly asserted that at all times relevant to this matter the Indian 

village on Bidwell's Ranch was predominantly directly descended from the Mi-chop-da tribelet 

that was party to the 1851 Treaty. 

3. Defendants' reliance on City of Roseville is inappropriate because the 
trust acceptance at issue in that case was mandated by Congress. 

Defendants rely heavily on the decision rendered by the D.C. Circuit in City of Roseville 

v. Norton, 348 F.3d 1020 (D.C. Cir. 2003).  That opinion, in which the Court sustained the 

Secretary's decision to accept land into trust for gaming for the United Auburn Indian 

Community of Placer County, California, is clearly distinguishable from this case because the 

Auburn Indian Restoration Act of Oct. 31, 1994, 25 U.S.C. §§1300l-1300l-7 ("AIRA"), 

mandated that land placed in trust for the Tribe would be considered part of the Tribe's 

reservation.  The AIRA was central to the D.C. Circuit decision − the opinion's opening sentence 

reads, "[t]his appeal involves the intersection of two statutes [AIRA and IGRA] concerning 

Indian tribes."  City of Roseville, 348 F.3d at 1021.  The D.C. Circuit ultimately determined that 
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AIRA's language, in concert with IGRA's exception for "restoration of lands for an Indian tribe 

that is restored to Federal recognition,"25 U.S.C. §2719(b)(1)(B)(iii), entitled the Tribe to game 

on the land.  Id.  The Mechoopda Tribe can cite to no such act of Congress.  

Subsection III.A.3 of Defendants' Memorandum, entitled "Circuit Precedent Supports the 

Secretary's Interpretation of IGRA," presents a lengthy discussion and argument covering 

various issues addressed in the City of Roseville decision.  The trust parcel at issue in that case is 

some 40 miles from the former Auburn Indian Rancheria, federal recognition of the Auburn 

Indian Tribe was terminated by the same federal law that terminated the Mechoopda Tribe and 

Chico Rancheria, and both tribes were subsequently "restored."  The Defendants rely on those 

facts to essentially declare that these two terminations and restorations are identical, resulting in 

the conclusion that City of Roseville is dispositive of this litigation.   

Defendants have misread City of Roseville on substantive issues and, consequently, have 

failed to recognize that the Auburn Tribe's tribal history and legal restoration is totally irrelevant 

to that of the Mechoopda.   

Predicates for Mechoopda Gaming on the Proposed Site  

The Mechoopda Tribe proposes to conduct gaming at the relevant site pursuant to the 

"restored lands for restored tribes" provision at Section 20 of the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act, 

codified at 25 U.S.C. §2719(b)(1)(B)(iii).  This statutory provision specifically states that gaming 

may be conducted on "lands that are taken into trust as part of . . . the restoration of lands for an 

Indian tribe that is restored to Federal recognition." Id. 

The Defendants correctly outlined the applicable legal principles at pages 7-8 of their 

Memorandum, and their statement is reproduced here to emphasize Plaintiff's concurrence in this 

recitation:  
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Under the Secretary's regulations, an Indian tribe qualifies as a restored tribe if the 
tribe was federally recognized in the past, the tribe at some point lost that federal 
recognition, and the tribe was restored to federal recognition. 25 C.F.R. 
§292.7(a)-(c). 
 
 The Secretary's regulations also define a "restoration of lands."  With 
regards to the subject parcel, the tribe must establish a modern connection, id. 
§292.12(a); a significant historical connection, id. § 292.12(b); and a temporal 
connection, id. § 292.12(c).  A "significant historical connection" is further 
defined to mean that the "land is located within the boundaries of the tribe's last 
reservation under a ratified or unratified treaty, or a tribe can demonstrate by 
historical documentation the existence of the tribe's villages, burial grounds, 
occupancy or subsistence use in the vicinity of the land."  Id. § 292.2. 
 
Critical differences between the Auburn and Mechoopda cases before the Secretary 

undermine the Defendants' argument that they actually are identical in all elements.   

Termination 

The Auburn and Chico Rancherias were both Congressionally terminated pursuant to the 

California Rancheria Termination Act of August 18, 1958, Public Law 85-671 (72 Stat. 619).  

AR NEW 0003212-3213. 

On March 21, 1960, Commissioner of Indian Affairs Glenn F. Emmons within the United 

States Department of the Interior reported to the BIA's California Area Director Leonard M. Hill 

that his staff had reviewed and finalized the Department's Plan for the Distribution of the Assets 

of the Chico Rancheria.  Id.  This notice propounded Commissioner Emmons' formal issuance of 

the Department's Plan, which identified the two land parcels within the Rancheria, one of which 

was a cemetery.  Emmons then reviewed the history of the Rancheria and noted: "The Me-

Choop-Da Indian Village was originally established by General and Mrs. John Bidwell for the 

benefit of Indians in their employ."  AR NEW 0003213.15 

                                                 
15  The Emmons statement was based on the information he acquired during development of 
the Chico Rancheria Distribution Plan.  Dr. Beckham's research independently led to the same 
conclusion. 
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As for the Auburn termination, City of Roseville explains that all of the Rancheria lands 

were deeded in fee to individual Auburn tribal members. 

Restoration 

The Mechoopda Rancheria was restored to federal status through a stipulated judgment in 

the settlement of federal litigation restoring the lands to the status they previously enjoyed 

through federal litigation.  Scotts Valley Band of Pomo Indians v. United States, No. C-86-3660 

VRW (N.D. Cal. filed April 17, 1986); Stipulation for Entry into Judgment, Scotts Valley Band 

of Pomo Indians of the Sugar Bowl Rancheria v. United States, No. C-86-3660-VRW (N.D. Cal. 

1992).  It is axiomatic that Stipulated Judgments are agreements and not adjudications. 

Conclusions of law are to be reached only by courts; stipulated conclusions of law have no 

preclusive effect.  See generally Weston v. Washington Metro. Area Transit Auth., 78 F.3d 682, 

685 (D.C. Cir. 1996). 

Pursuant to its plenary power over Indian affairs, Congress restored the Auburn 

Rancheria to federal status by enactment of the AIRA.  To this end, it is emphasized that all 

aspects of tribal sovereignty are "subject to the superior and plenary control of Congress."  Santa 

Clara Pueblo v. Martinez, 436 U.S. 49, 58 (1978).  Congress' plenary power "has always been 

recognized by the executive, and by Congress, and by this Court, whenever the question has 

arisen."  United States v. Kagama, 118 U.S. 375, 384 (1886). 

Mechoopda Connection to Land 

With this, it is clear that both Mechoopda and Auburn are restored tribes for the purposes 

of the restored land provisions of IGRA Section 20.  However, the other essential element for 

land to qualify for gaming as "restored land" to the Tribe is a "significant historical connection" 

between the Tribe and the proposed gaming parcel, as that term is defined in the regulation. 
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The Defendants and Mechoopda have failed to reconcile the documented facts reported 

by the 2006 Beckham Report and the 2014 Beckham Report that only very few individuals 

among the Indian population at the Bidwell Ranch self-identified as descendants of the Mi-chop-

da tribelet when interviewed by federal agents conducting census and enrollment projects.  These 

projects include the Federal Census of 1910, Randolph's personal observations of 1914 and the 

federal Indian Enrollment Project of 1928-33.  Indeed, the only Secretarial rebuttal to these facts 

in her 2014 Decision was her characterization of Beckham's report of what the federal agents 

recorded at the time as nothing more than "Dr. Beckham's conclusions."  She then repeatedly 

accepted the historical conclusions stated by the Archaeologist Tiley without reconciling them 

with the documented historical facts of individual tribal histories reported by Beckham. 

The facts are clear that the modern Mechoopda Tribe traces its membership to a disparate 

group of Indians (very few of whom self-identified as having Mi-chop-da ancestry) who were 

allowed to live on the Bidwell Ranch so long as they were employed by the Bidwells and 

conformed with strict rules of conduct imposed by them.  There is no evidence that the Mi-chop-

da membership moved to the Bidwell Ranch as a Tribe, meaning that the modern Mechoopda 

Tribe cannot claim the required tribal historical relationship with the proposed "restored land" 

casino site. Indeed, federal records and reports are evidence to the contrary. 

The Secretary's abject rejection of substantive and critical facts of tribal ancestry reported 

over the past 105 years by high officials within her own Department was arbitrary and 

capricious.  An agency's "[f]ailing to consider vitally important information offered by the 

agency's own experts in the field" is an abuse of discretion. Public Citizen, 653 F.Supp at 1237-

8.  The 2014 Beckham Report reporting the virtual absence of descendants of the Mi-chop-da 

tribelet in the 1910 Thirteenth Decennial Census included such information. 
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Auburn Connection to Land 

The Defendants present a detailed argument that Mechoopda is just as entitled to have the 

casino declared to qualify as "restored" for gaming purposes as was Auburn.  This largely is the 

product of the City of Roseville opinion's discussing and rejecting various arguments presented 

by the Cities of Roseville and Rocklin that challenged the trust decision.  However, Defendants 

failed to discuss the ultimately critical element: the Auburn Restoration Act which is found at 25 

U.S.C. §1300l-2 "Transfer of land to be held in trust."  Subsection 1300l-2(a) authorizes trust 

status for any land within Placer County, and Subsection 1300l-2(c) mandates that any such land 

"shall be part of the Tribe's reservation:" 

Subject to the conditions imposed by this section, any real property 
conveyed or transferred under this section shall be taken in the 
name of the United States in trust for the Tribe or, as applicable, an 
individual member of the Tribe, and shall be part of the Tribe's 
reservation.   

The Court noted that the IGRA subsection preceding the restored lands provision is 25 

U.S.C. §2719(b)(1)(B)(ii), "which provides a parallel exception [to the restored lands provision] 

for the 'initial reservation of an Indian Tribe acknowledged [and, thus, federally recognized] by 

the Secretary' supports the broad reading of the 'restoration of lands exception'" in the Auburn 

case.  City of Roseville, 348 F.3d at 1030.  The Court went on to note that the Auburn Indian 

Restoration Act designated the entire county "as a place in which the Tribe might acquire land 

eligible for gaming," and observed that the cities ignored the fact that departmental regulations 

constrain the location and shape of the reservation.  Id. at 1031.  

In fact, due to the Congressional authority available to the Court through AIRA, the D.C. 

Circuit expressly stated that it would not address in its opinion Indian lands not restored by 

Congress: 
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To the extent that the Secretary's interpretation of the "restoration 
of lands" provision may include nuances regarding its application 
to Indian lands not acquired pursuant to a restoration act, the court 
has no occasion to reach the issue of deference to her interpretation 
in such circumstances.  

**** 

Because the Auburn Tribe's land is located in Placer County, 
which was a designated area in the AIRA, and thus became, by 
operation of law, the Tribe's reservation, see 25 U.S.C. § 1300l–
2(c), the court has no occasion to decide whether land obtained by 
a tribe other than through the tribe's restoration act is the 
"restoration of lands" for IGRA purposes. 

City of Roseville, 348 F.3d at 1025, 1026.  The Court essentially stated that, in the context of the 

AIRA, the Secretary's interpretation of the law was meaningless to the Auburn restoration and 

due no deference, and developed an opinion which depended on its own determination of 

Congressional intent in enactment of AIRA. 

One argument that the City of Roseville court "commended" in its opinion was the 

Secretary and Tribe's argument that the Auburn restoration was made as a "restitution for past 

wrongs."  Id. at 1027.  The Court reasoned that the restitution concept "fit with the remedial 

purposes of AIRA, and is supported by [AIRA's language]."  Id.  While Congress may act with a 

remedial purpose to compensate the Tribe with a restoration of land as a "restitution for past 

wrongs," the Secretary has no such mandate or authority.   

Defendants' reliance on City of Roseville is intended to broaden the Secretary's discretion 

to match the plenary power of Congress.  The Mechoopda Tribe was restored not by an Act of 

Congress but by a court settlement, and the Tribe cannot cite to any parallel Congressional 

authorization or remedial purpose designating the land to be taken into trust as eligible for 

gaming.  While Congress is entitled to review a Tribe's history and determine on behalf of the 

United States that a gratuitous restitution is due the Tribe, that authority was never delegated to 
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the Secretary in the Indian Reorganization Act of 1934, IGRA, or any other act of Congress.  It is 

likely that the D.C. Circuit's anticipation that the Secretary might interpret its opinion as such a 

delegation is the reason it took pains to limit its decision to the facts presented.   

4. The County never conceded that the Tribe met any criteria 
demonstrating eligibility for gaming.  

Defendants assert that, because the County's brief addressed the failures of the Secretary's 

2014 Decision in the context of the regulations at 25 CFR Part 292 rather than the pre-Part 292 

Grand Traverse factors, that "the Court should uphold the 2014 Decision on this basis alone."  

Defs.' Br. at 25.   

As Defendants remind us, this is not a trial. Defs.' Br. at 10.  The Court's duty is not to 

rule on the merits but to decide whether Defendants' process could have led to a reasonable 

decision with the information it accepted into the record.  Both Part 292 and the Grand Traverse 

factors require a record demonstrating a historical connection between the Tribe and the gaming 

site, and the record before the Defendants, which shows that the Bidwell Ranch was a multi-

ethnic community, does not support Defendants' conclusion under either test.  In Grand Traverse 

II (the origin of the Grand Traverse factors) a federal district court determined that a court could 

determine the extent of restored lands by examining "factual circumstances of the acquisition, 

the location of the acquisition, or the temporal relationship of the acquisition to the tribal 

restoration."  Grand Traverse Band of Ottawa & Chippewa Indians v. U.S. Attorney for W. Dist. 

of Michigan, 198 F. Supp. 2d 920, 935 (W.D. Mich. 2002).  Finding that the land at issue was 

part of the lands ceded by the Grand Traverse Band to the United States in the Treaty of 1836, 

and that "the Band's evidence clearly established that the parcel was of historic, economic and 

cultural significance to the Band," id. at 936, the Court held that the site "may be reasonably 

considered to be part of a restoration of lands in an historic, archeologic and geographic sense."  
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Id.  In contrast to the Treaty of 1836, the unratified 1851 Treaty did not specify any Mechoopda 

lands.  Further, the only parcel that was of "historic, economic and cultural significance" to the 

recognized Mechoopda tribe is the Rancheria itself.  The Rancheria's residents in the 1928-33 

Indian Enrollment identified themselves as being descended from tribes native to a wide swath of 

central California and the Great Plains, as well as residents of African-American and Hawaiian 

origin.  While some Mechoopda members may be able to trace connections to the immediate 

area through their individual heritage, the recognized Tribe can solely claim the Rancheria as the 

only place it occupied as a group.    

5. As Defendants note, the Tribe is free to pursue off-reservation gaming 
under a "two-part" determination. 

In a surprising footnote, Defendants state, "[t]he United States also does not agree that 'if 

the restored lands exception does not apply, the Tribe cannot conduct gaming on the casino site.' 

The Chico Parcel may qualify for gaming under another provision of IGRA. See 25 U.S.C. § 

2719(b)(1)(A)." Defs.' Br. at 27 n.17.  The provision of IGRA cited by Defendants is known as 

the "two-part" or "off-reservation" determination, and, like the "restored lands" provision 

pursuant to which the 2014 Decision found the Tribe is eligible for gaming, it is an exception to 

IGRA's general prohibition of gaming on lands acquired after the passage of the Act on October 

17, 1988.  The "two-part" determination requires the Secretary to determine that gaming on the 

site "would be in the best interest of the Indian tribe and its members, and would not be 

detrimental to the surrounding community."  25 U.S.C. § 2719(b)(1)(A).  The governor of the 

state must then concur in the Secretary's determination for gaming to occur.  Id. The Tribe is free 

to pursue this avenue; however, the Defendants' regulations implementing the two-part 

determination also require the Tribe to submit "evidence of significant historical connections, if 

any, to the land."  25 CFR §292.17(i).    
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III. CONCLUSION 

 
As discussed supra, the Defendants allowed the Tribe to submit extensive new materials 

through the Tiley Report and voluminous attached documents without allowing a reasonable 

amount of time for the County to conduct research and respond.  While this action contradicted 

the D.C. Circuit's contemplated scope of review, which was to supplement the record in the 

context of the 2006 Beckham Report, the County reacted by simply requesting time sufficient for 

professional research in order to test the materials developed by Dr. Tiley.   

The Interior Department official handling this matter extended the County's reply 

deadline by 20 days to develop a response to the Tiley Report, the research and writing of which 

clearly had been in process for many more than 20 days.  While the Defendants contend that this 

was a sufficient amount of time, the magnitude of the work in research and writing required by 

any knowledgeable professional ethnohistorian – and it is beyond dispute that Dr. Beckham 

qualifies for that description while Dr. Tiley does not  – was far greater than could have been 

performed within 20 days.  Indeed, the Sources Cited section of the 2014 Beckham Report 

(Docket 93-1 at 73-79) shows that Dr. Beckham's work included extensive research at, inter alia, 

the following:  the Meriam Library of California State University at Chico; National Archives in 

San Bruno, CA; National Archives in Washington, DC; University Library of Sonoma State 

University in Rohnert Park, CA; and a vast array of relevant historical materials not cited by 

Tiley.  

The result is that the Secretary was reviewing the Tiley Report with a predetermined 

decision in mind and without materials addressing deficiencies in Dr. Tiley's work.  By barring a 

sufficient response to the Tiley Report, the responsible Interior officials insured that there would 

not be a sufficient response against which to test the Tiley Report. 
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Remarkably, nothing in Dr. Tiley's research and written report rebutted the critical facts 

of tribal ancestry recorded in federal reports cited in the 2006 Beckham Report.  These included 

the observations and report of BIA agent W.C. Randolph in 1914 that he believed the Indians at 

the Bidwell Ranch to be remnants of various small bands from Butte and other nearby counties 

and not members of "any particular band."  AR NEW 0005711.  Moreover, Randolph's 

observations and report were corroborated only a few years later through the BIA Enrollment of 

California Indians of 1928-33, during which federal agents met with and interviewed the 

residents of the Indian village on the Bidwell Ranch, each of whom who prepared and executed 

affidavits of ancestry.  The Enrollment revealed that the Bidwell Indian village population 

consisted of a disparate collection of Indians from eight different tribes (one of which was Mi-

chop-da) and non-Indians.  AR NEW 0005712.   

Tiley not only ignored these federally-collected facts of tribal ancestry, but she also failed 

to disclose the Thirteenth Decennial Census of 1910.  If she failed to find it altogether, she did 

not do her job.  If she reviewed it, then she knew and intentionally failed to disclose that the 

federal agents compiling the Census Roll at the Bidwell Indian Village identified 49 Indian 

residents, of whom only seven self-identified as "Mi-chop-da" while the other 42 self-identified 

as descended from other tribes with which they identified.  2014 Beckham Report at 65-68.  This 

disparate multi-tribe population remained constant for decades, as was independently reported by 

Randolph four years after the 1910 Census and then again through the Indian Enrollment Project 

that was completed 19 years after Randolph's report.  If Tiley reviewed materials contradicting 

the official federal census and BIA reports, she certainly neither identified nor quoted them. 

In addition to informing the Secretary that Tiley ignored census data documenting that 

the Bidwell Indian village was not the transplanted Treaty tribelet population at Mi-Chop-Da, the 
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Beckham 2014 Report would have informed the Secretary that Tiley had altered her source maps 

to falsely represent a Mi-chop-da historical occupancy area as including the proposed casino site.  

And, in the process, Tiley never reconciled her conclusions with the documented facts of the 

2006 Beckham Report. 

In order to render the 2014 Decision approving the Mechoopda land for gaming, the 

Secretary blocked development of what ultimately became the 2014 Beckham Report and failed 

to reconcile the documented facts of the 2006 Beckham Report with Tiley's undocumented 

conclusions.  The result was an arbitrary and capricious decision. 
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